WHY GEM

• GEM is a highly successful award-winning, small disadvantaged woman-owned and
controlled business.
• GEM has a superb reputation, high ethics, and is known for providing consistently
high quality work, services, and products on time and within budget.
• GEM has demonstrated over the past 25 years exceptional expertise in the areas of
safeguards and security, engineering, environmental, safety and health, and program
management.
• GEM is qualified under a consolidated GSA Schedule and several Basic Ordering
Agreements (BOA), making contracting for Federal buyers fast and easy.
• GEM has a strong financial position with a multimillion-dollar line of credit.
• GEM has substantial experience supporting critical Federal government sites
nationwide with most contracts requiring high-level security clearance.
• GEM always provides quality staff and exceptional value with low, competitive rates.
• GEM’s formula for success is Motivation, Dedication, and Innovation.
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PERFORMANCE ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS

GEM Technology (GEM) is a premier minority woman-owned, small disadvantaged business support services provider of precision executed high-level Safeguards & Security Services, Physical Security, Investigation Services, Emergency Management, Engineering, and Insider Threat and Cybersecurity Services. Our Federal staff and experts deliver the right combination of domain and multi-discipline expertise to our clients. As a successful small business, GEM strives to deliver acute and responsive deliverables that are effective in meeting all client goals and objectives.

GEM is a Federal government Top Secret (TS) facility-cleared contractor at both DOE and DOJ, providing highly skilled TS/SCI and Q-cleared staff on most tasks. For fast, efficient contracting purposes, GEM has several GSA Schedule contracts, Basic Purchase Agreements (BPA), and Basic Ordering Agreements (BOA) in place to substantially curtail the time and effort to award a contract.

GEM client evaluations show that more than 95 percent of GEM’s customers have rated our performance as exceeding all expectations. Any client contracting with GEM will receive the same high-level support and innovation exceeding the client’s goals and mission.

DO YOU SEE THINGS THE SMART WAY™?

GEM offers the SMART WAY™ to do business assuring the health, safety, and security of the public, the workforce, our National Security, and worldwide Global Environment for all deliverables. Since 1994, Federal government agencies have trusted GEM to help advance mission goals and deliver results. With over 25 years of providing distinguished, qualified staffing, GEM brings a thorough understanding of government contracting and the vision of emerging trends in the industry. GEM uses the SMART WAY™ to deliver highly reliable and effective solutions that provide our clients with current technologies and tools available to help foster and increase productivity.

AWARDS & ACHIEVEMENTS

- Fifty Influential Minorities in Business, Minority Business & Professional Network
- SBA Administrator’s National Award of Excellence
- SBA National Minority Small Business of the Year
- DOE Mentor/Protégé Program Award
- DOE Small Business Contractor of the Year
- Recently included on “Women to Watch” list

BUSINESS APPROACH

GEM strives to empower success throughout the company. Proven management experience and lessons learned are at the forefront to help clients improve their organizations. GEM attracts high-quality employees who have a personal interest in their success. GEM strives to retain the best individuals by offering exceptional benefits, commendation rewards, referrals, and compensation. GEM further subsidizes employees with education and training to improve their qualifications for future promotions and career paths. GEM strives to maintain an equal balance across the board with various diversity and inclusion goals, working closely with various minority programs, veteran programs, and diversity organizations.